
IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE::: BONGAIGAON

Sessions Case No. 25(.M)/2016.
uls 3021201 IPC

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 982 of 2015)

State ofAssam

Vs.

Badsha Mondal..... Accused
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Date of Argument : 12.1.2017.

Date of Judgment : 26-7.2017.

1.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

Prosecution case as it emerges from the First

Information Report lodged by Amir Ali (PW 1) on 10'10'2015 with the

o.c. Manikpur Police Station is that on 9.10.2015 at around 5.30 A'M

seeing Sabia Khatun (herein after called as 'the deceased') dead, her

daughter-in-law, raised hue and cry but then suddenly the deceased's
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husband Badsha Mandal, left the house suspiciously' Then the

neighbours came there and noticing injury with bleeding on the dead

body, though they asked accused Badsha Mandal, but he remained silent

and resisted the people from touching and seeing the dead body and

thereafter immediately getting the dead body bathed by women, buried

the same at about 1.00 P.M'

2. On the basis of the information, the Officer-in-

charge Manikpur Police Station registered the case being Manikpur

Police Station Case no. l5ll2}l5 U/S 3OZl201 IPC and himself took up

the case for investigation. In course of investigation, he visited the place

of occurrence, recorded the statement of the witnesses, prepared the

sketch map of the place of occurrence, exhumed the dead body from

graveyard, inquest on the dead body was done in presence of the learned

Executive Magistrate, sent the dead body for post mortem examination

and on completion of the investigation charge sheet was laid against the

accused Badsha Mondal UIS 3021201 IPC'

J. On appearance of the accused person, the learned

Chief Judicial Magistrate Bongaigaon furnished the copies of the

documents under section 207 Cr.P.C and then committed the case to the

court of Session, Bongaigaon being the offence u/s 3021201 IPC

exclusively triable by the Court of Session'

After committal of the case, on appearance of the
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accusedperson,aftergoingthroughthepolicereportfurnishedunder

sectionlT3cr.p.candhearingbothsides,havingfindaprimafaciecase'

charge was framed against the above named accused person U/S

302120||PC.Theaccusedpersonabjuredhisguiltanddemandedto

stand for trial.

5. During trial' to bring home the charge against the

accusedperson,prosecutionsideexaminedaSmanyas12witnesses.In

thestatementrecordedU/S3l3Cr.P.C,theaccusedpersondeniedallthe

allegationslevelledagainsthimandpleadedthatonthatdaytill2.00

A.M,hewaspresentinreligiousdiscussionheldinthehouseofhisuncle

Majid Mandal and then coming home' again went out at same time i'e at

2.00A.Mforfishingandafterfishingwhenhewassellingfishat

Nagarikmarket,hisyoungestsoninformedhimaboutthedeathofhis

wifeandthenonlyhecamehome.Defenceadducednoevidence.I

haveheardargumentofbothsidesandalsogonethroughthematerials

on record.

I) Whether the accwed person on 9'10'2015 at

about 5.30 PM at village no'l Salabila under

Manikpur Police Station commitited murder

intentionally causing the death of his wife Sabia

Khatun and thereby committed an ffince

punishable (l/S 302 IPC ?
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ID Whether the accttsed person lcnowing or having

reason to believe that he has committed the offence

of murder of his wife Sabia Khatun caused

disappearance of evidence by getting the dead body

bathed and buried it with intention to screen f'om

legal punishment and thereby committed an offence

punishable U/S 201 IPC ?

THEREOF:

7. Mrs J' Baruah' learned Public Prosecutor during

argumentsubmittedthattheevidenceonrecordtakenasawholeis

replete with the circumstances which unerringly point towards the guilty

oftheaccused.Asfarasthecorroborationconcerned,thelearned

PublicProsecutorreferredtotheevidenceofPWswhohadseeninjuries

onthedeceased,sbodyincludingtheheadinjuryandclottedbloodfound

inthegrave.Shealsoreferredtothedeathofthedeceasedatnightor

earlymorningintheroomwherethecoupleresided.Apartfromthe

above,thelearnedPublicProsecutoralsoreferredtotherelationofthe

accused with another woman'

8. Against the above submissions' Mr S' Sarkar' the

learnedcounselofdefencehasarguedthattherebeingnoevidence

whatsoeverestablishingtheculpabilityoftheaccusedwiththealleged

oflenceandtheprosecutionhasmiserablyfailedtoprovethecharge.

Accordingtothelearnedcounsel'delayintodgingtheFlRwasnot
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-explained and therefore the story of the prosecution was unbelievable.

He also submitted that the daughter-in-law of the deceased who had seen

first the dead body as per the FIR, was not examined. Moreover Abdul

Kasem the son of the accused who heard hue and cry at night as per

evidence of PW 2 was not examined. It is also argued that the dead

body was disintered on next day and as such it is not possible to have

blood in the grave.

g. Before adverting to the rival contentions of the

parties put forward by the learned counsel, I feel it appropriate to have a

look at the evidence on record'

l0.PwlAmirAli,thenephewofthedeceasedinhis
evidence stated that many ye'ars ago the deceased got married with the

accused. But since after the marriage, the accused used to torture the

deceased and she reported them about the disturbances' However the

deceased tolerated all the torture meted to her and out of the wedlock, 4

daughters and 3 sons were born. He stated that on 9.10'2015 at around

5.30 P.M from villagers he heard that deceased died. Then he went to the

house of the accused and had seen the dead body with bleeding from

nose and mouth and the hands were found unfolded as if fractured' He

also noticed bleeding on chest. Then he expressed his suspicion that it is

a case of murder. The accused was tord to inform the police. But not

responding, the dead body was buried at 1.00 P.M. For the incident he

filed the FIR Ext 1 which was written by an advocate Mustafa Ahmed
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(PW 4). On filing the FI& police exhumed the body and got conducted

inquest (Ext 2) and post mortem was also done. The graveyard was full

of blood. During cross he stated that he has no knowledge about the fact

of dispossessing land of graveyard of village no.1 Salabila by Harmuj Ali

or that Harmuj Ali, was asked by the accused to vacate the land and that

for the matter there was enmity between the accused and Harmuj Ali. He

has no knowledge when the accused married the deceased' He stated

that as per ritual, in case of death of a person of their village, there is

system of announcing in mike to which the persons used to reach

graveyard. He denied the suggestion that before burying the dead body,

all the rituals were performed. At the time ofjanaja and burying the dead

body, he was not present. He stated that prior to this incident, no case

was filed regarding dispute between the deceased and the accused' He

also stated that there are 3 / 4 rooms in the house of the accused and in

the middle room the accused and the deceased resided. The kitchen is

Separate one. All the sons and daughters of the- accused are married

amongst whom the eldest son Malek resides separately. He denied the

suggestion that the fact of seeing blood on chest of the dead body was

not stated before police. Villager Mozzel Hoque (PW 2) informed him

about the incident.

11. PW 2 Mozzel Hoque deposed that on 9.10.2015 at

around 5.30 P.M while he was proceeding towards market, heard about

the death of the wife of the accused. Then he went there. At that time

many persons gathered there. He had seen that the accused was bringing
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out the people from inside. He waited for some time. When the persons

came out from room, he entered and had seen the dead body. He had

seen bleeding from both eyes and in backside of the head and injury on

chest. Then he came out. on being asked by the accused's uncle Abdul

Majid, the son of the accused namely Abdul Kasem told that at night he

heard some hue and cry. Then asking the people to take steps for post

mortem examination and not to bury he went to the house of PW 1 and

informed about the incident. But later on instead of making

announcement about the death, buried the dead body. Thereafter on

filing the FIR, the dead body was dug out from graveyard and post

mortem examiantion was done. During cross he stated that he read in the

same school with the eldest son of the accused namely Malek. He stated

that the accused had quarrel with Harmuj Ali regarding dispossession of
land of graveyard and Mustafa Ahmed (Pw 4) was the engaged advocate

of Harmuj Ali but he has no knowledge about dispute between Mustafa

and the accused regarding said matter.

t2. PW 3 Saleha Khatun is the mother of PW l. She

stated that PW 1 Amir Ali coming to her house reported that the deceased

died. Then she coming to the the house of the accused, had seen the dead

body upon bed. There was bleeding from eyes, mouth and ear, swelling

over neck and the tongue came out. Both the hands was found unfolded

in both sides. They the women got bathed the dead body and then had

seen bleeding on left side of the scalp and vagina. She suspected that the

accused killed the deceased upon bed. Thereafter with a few people, the
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dead body was buried hurridly. Then, on filing the FIR, the dead body

was exhumed. During cross of this witness, nothing came out exoept

that the fact of noticing injury upon the dead body was not stated before

police which she denied.

13. PW 4 Mustafa Ahmed, the scribe of the FIR deposed

that on being asked by PW 1, he reduced it in writing as Ext 1 and on

being read over the same, PW 1 put his signature on it. He stated that he

knew the incident. On 9.10.2015 at around 7.00 P.M he heard about

death of the deceased. As per his evidence, the accused was unruly in

nature and also heard that he intended to marry another one. He also

stated that some villagers prevented to bury the dead body as some

women who got bathed the dead body noticed injury over the body but

the accused instead of informing police, buried the body hurriedly' On

next day on being asked by PW 1, he wrote the FIR. Though on the day

of incident, he had not seen the dead body but when the dead body was

exhumed, then he had noticed injuries on several parts of the body'

During cross he stated that the cause of delay in filing the FIR was not

mentioned in the FIR.

14. PW 5 Manikjan Khatun heard that the accused

committed murder to his wife by sustaining cut injury over back side of

skull and chest and there was bleeding over mouth, and eyes' Then she

went there and had seen the above injuries. She further stated that prior

to the incident, the accused used to asault the deceased with inteht to
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marry another woman with whom he had maintained relation' During

cross she stated that the deceased is not her relative. She heard from

another that the accused had maintained relation with another woman'

She did not know on which dates, the accused had beaten the deceased'

15.

16.

PW 6 Mor.iam Bewa, the aunty of the deceased

"'i 
th" dead body, had noticed bleeding in her eyes, besides injury over

backside of scalp and back. corroborating the evidence of PW 5, she

also stated that the accused intended to marry another of village Bashbari

and hence committed murder to the deceased. She also stated that the

accused did not allow the deceased to come to her house' During cross

she stated that from other person, she heard that the accused maintained

relation with another woman.

PwTSairaKhatuntestifiedthathearingaboutdeath
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of the deceased, she rushed to the house of the accused and while they

performed the ritual of bathing the dead body and removed the wearing

apparel, they had seen bleeding from eyes, mouth and private part of the

deceased and cut injury over back side ofskull and back' She heard that

the accused had love with another woman and with intent to marry that

woman, he killed his wife, though she had not seen the accused

maintaining relation with another. During cross she also stated that prior

to the incident she heard about quarrel and assault between husband and

wif,e.
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PW 8 Abbas Ali categorically stated that hearing

about death of the wife of the accused, he went to the house of the

accused and had seen bleeding from eyes, mouth and face and swelling

over neck of the dead body. Latet on, when police exhumed the dead

body, he noticed blood in the glave which made him suspicious that

somebody killed the deceased. He also heard that the accused had

dispute with the deceased for having relationship with another woman

and for the said reason, the accused had quarrel with his son also. He

also heard that three days ago, the accused had beaten the deceased'

18. PW 9 Usman Goni in his evidence stated that on

9.10.2015 at around 5.50 A.M, he went to Nagarik market of village no.1

Salabila to have a cup of tea. At that time accused Badsha Mondal was

found taking three cups of tea and then smokes 3 / 4 bidis in a nearby

hardware shop and then again returning back to the tea stall, took two

cups of tea and thus he seems to be unsteady. He further stated that after

Some time, the youngest son of the accused coming to the tea stall

informed the accused about death of the deceased. But the aocused by

scolding replied that the deceased had not died as he came from home

just then. Thereafter, the accused left for home and he also followed him.

But as soon as he (PW 9) entered into the house, the accused switched

off the light when he noticed blood stained cloth upon the floor. At that

time he was about to notice the blood stained cloth but the accused on

pretence of crying, laid upon the said blood stained cloth. He further

stated that he noticed injury on backside of skull, and bleeding over nose,
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face and eyes of the dead body. The he left the place. PW 9 further

stated that on 11.10.2015 police disintered the dead body and then he had

seen clotted blood in the grave and swelling on face. He proved his

signature in the inquest report vide Ext 2(2). During cross he clearly

stated that police did not record his statement and hence the statement

made in deposition was not stated before police. He denied of any

enmity between him and the accused. He admitted that there was a case

between the accused and Harmuj Ali with regard to dispossession of

graveyard land.

19. PW 10 Dr Gopal Ch Ray, the medical officer who

conducted the autopsy on the dead body of Sobia Khatun, 40 years,

female of no.1 Salabila under Manikpur Police Station on 11.10.2015

at Bongaigaon Civil Hospital stated to have been found the following

injures

External appearance

A female body in early state of decomposition

approximately 40 years old. Subcutaneous tissue emphysematous and

distended abdomen with swollen face and tongue, black hair, brown

complexion.

Wounds - position and character

Laceration : 1" x Yo" x full thickness of scalp with

haematoma, behind the right ear over right parietal bone.
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Bruises - Position. size and nature -

Brown coloured bruise over - fught hand (arm)

Z"xl Yz ", Right thigh- 2" xl t/2" and left thing - | %" x I Yz".

3. Mark of ligature of neck, dissection etc -

Cranium and spinal canal Nil

1. Scalp, Skull and vertebrae- Scalp hair loose and

easily pulled out. Depressed fracture of right parietal bone of the skull.

Vertebrae - Intact, 2. Membrane-Sub dural haemorrhage present. 3.

Brain - Sub dural haemorrhage with intra cerebral haemorrhage. Spinal

cord - Intact.

Thorax

1.Walls, Ribs and cartilages- Skin discoloured and

blisters present and shows slippage. Skin of the hands and feet comes

off in a glove and stocking fashion. 2. Pleurae- Discoloured and effusion

of foul smelling blood stained fluid found in the pleural cavity. 3. Larynx

and trachea- Intact and soft. 4. Right lung and Left lung- It feels soft and

greasy. Pale red scattered bullae seen under the pleura. 5. Pericardium -

Intact and congested and discoloured. 6. Heart - Heart is enlarged and

flabby and soft. Narrowing of the inner of the coronary artery and

muscle mass of the artery thickened. Vessels- Intact.
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Abdomen

1. Walls- Skin is discoloured. Blisters present and

easily pulled out. Subcutaneous tissue emphysematous and abdominal

wall distended. 2 Peritonum- Distended. On puncture noise produced

with escape of foul smelling gas- 3: Mouth, Pharynx, Oesophagus-Face

is discoloured and bloated. Teeth are loose. Tongue is swollen and

forced out between the swollen and discoloured lips. Blood stained froth

i exudes from mouth and nostril. 4. Stomach and its contents - Intact,

,'congested and distended with foul smelling gas, food materials and fluid.
:

5. Small intestine and its contents- Intact, congested and distended with

foul smelling gas, fluid and digested food material. 6. Large intestine and

its contents- Intact and distended with foul smelling gas and faecal

matters, T.Liver- Enlarged and congested. It is soft and flabby. 8 Spleen-

Intact and slightly enlarged, soft and greasy to touch.9. Kidney- Intact

and congested and flabby. 10. Bladder- Intact and contained approximate

10 ml of urine. 11. Organs of generation extemal and internal-Breasts are

distended. Anus and uterus prolapsed.

Muscle. Bones and joints

Injury- Bruises over right and left thigh - anterior

aspect and over right arm lateral aspect. Laceration over scalp. Disease

or deformity- Distension the abdomen, swollen face and tongue.

Prolapse of anus and uterus. Fracture - Fracture of right parietal bone of

the skull (depressed fracture). Dislocation - Nil.
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Doctor opined that death was due to intra cranial

haemorrhage and damage of cerebral area due to head injury and is ante

mortem in nature. He proved the post mortem examination report as Ext

3 wherein Ext 3(1) is his signature. During cross he stated that he

conducted post mortem examination on 11.10.2015 from 4.00 p.M to

5.00 P.M and on next day from 9.30 A.M. He also stated that in the

report he has not mentioned the time since death and the age of the

injury.

PW 11 Gokul Ch Brahma, the then Election Oflicer

cum Executive Magistrate deposed that on 11.10.2015 he conducted the

inquest on the dead body of the deceased and found one bruise mark

below. the heaps and thighs and oozing of blood from the eyes. He

proved the report vide Ext 2. During cross he stated that the dead body

was exhumed and he noticed clotted blood in the eves.

20.
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PW 12 Dilip Dutta is the Investigating Officer of
the case. He stated that on receipt of an FIR on 10.10.2015 at 9.00 P.M

he registered a case and himself investigated the case. In course of

investigation he visited the place of occurrence, drew the sketch map of

the place of occurrence and in presence of learned Executive Magistrate

disintered the dead body. He also stated that the inquest on the dead

body was done in presence of him. He had seen the clotted blood on the

dead body and injury over chest and back. Then he sent the dead body

for post mortem examination, recorded the statement of the witnesses
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and on his transfer his successor Dhananjay Das submitted the charge

sheet against the accused u/s 3021201 IPC (Ext 4). During cross he

stated that on 11.10.2015 at lrA.wlT P.M, the dead body was

disintered. He stated that the dead body was covered with a white cloth.

He had noticed some black marks in the cloth but neither he had sent the

cloth to FSL nor seized the same.

22. In this case the post mortem report reveals that the

deceased sustained the following injuries.

Laceration: 1" x'/q" x full thickness of scalp with

haematoma, behind the right ear over right parietal bone.

Brown colour bruise over right hand 2"xl % ",
Right thigh- 2" xl /z" and left thing - | % " x 1 Yr" and depressed

fracture of right parietal bone of the skull.

Doctor (PW 10) opined that cause of death was due

to intra cranial haemorrhage and damage of cerebral area due to head

injury. During cross examiantion the medical officer clearly stated that

the cause of death is head injury. Therefore it can be safely held that the

death was homicidal.

23. In the instant case admittedly there is no eye witness

to prove the unfortunate incident and the entire case is based on

circumstantial evidence.
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It has been consistently laid by the Apex Court that

when a case rests squarely on circumstantial evidence, the inference of
guilt can be justified only when all the incriminating facts and

circumstances are found to be incompatiable with the innocence of the

accused or the guilt of any other person.

25. The Apex Court in the case of Padala Veera Reddy

vs state ofA.P., reported in 1989 supp (2) scc 706, laid down that when

a case rests upon circumstantial evidence, such evidence must satisfu the

lfollolwing tests :

J

" 10(1) the circumstances from which an inference

of guilt is sought to be drawn, must be congently and firmly established ;

(2) those circumstances should be of a definite

tendency unerringly pointing towards guilt of the accused ;

(3) the circumstances, taken cummulatively, should

form a chain so complete that there is no escape from the conclusion that

within all human probability the crime was committed by the accused

and none else ; and

(4) the circumstantial evidence in order to sustain

conviction must be complete and incapable of explanation of any other

hypothesis than that of the guilt of he accused and such evidence should

not only be consistent with the guilt of the accused but should be

inconsistent with his innocence."
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In the case of Sharad Birdhichand Sarda vs State of
Maharashtra, reported in AIR rgg4 sc 1622, while dealing with
circumstantial evidence, the Apex court laid down that the following
conditions precedent must be fully established :

(1) the circumstances from which
conclusion of guilt is to be drawn should be fully established.

circumstances concerned must or should and not may be establsihed

(2) the facts so established should be consistent only
with the hypothesis of the guilt of the accusd, that is to say, they should

not be explainable on any other hypothesis except that the accused is

guilty;

the
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(3) the circumstances should be of a conclusive

nature and tendency ;

(a) they should exclude every possible hypothesis

except the one to be proved; and

(5) there must be a chain of evidence so complete as

not to leave any reasonable ground for the conclusion consistent with the

innocence of the accused and must show that in all human probability the

act must have been done by the accused. ',

27. In the case of Bhagat Ram vs State of punjab

reported in reported in AIR 1954 SC 621 the Apext Court laid down that
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where the case depends upon the conclusion drawn from circumstances

the cumulative effect of circumstances must be such as to negative the

innocence of the accused and bring the offences home beyond any

reasonable doubt.

28. In this context the evidence of PW 1. the informant

as well as the nephew of the deceased is that on the fateful day, i.e on

9.10.2015 at 5.30 A.M on being informed by PW 2 about the death of the

deceased, he went to the house of the accused and had seen injury on

hands and bleeding on mouth, nose and chest. Seeing the injury he

expressed his suspicion that it was a case of murder and hence he asked

not to bury the body but without informing police, the body was burried

at 1.00 P.M. Evidence of PW 2 also supports that seeing the dead body,

he went to the house of PW 1 and informed about the incident. The

evidence of PW 2 is also that hearing about the incident when he went to

the house of the accused, he found the accused bringing out the persons

from his house and when the persons came out from the house, he (PW

2) entered into the house and had seen bleeding from eyes and injury

over backside of skull and chest. PW 3, PW 6 and PW 7 were the

women who got bathed the dead body as per ritual. After hearing the

incident PW 3 came there and had seen bleeding from eyes, mouth and

ear and swelling over abdomen and neck. PW 6 also noticed bleeding

from eyes and injury on backside of the skull and back. At the time of

getting bath, PW 3 noticed injury on backside of skull. PW 6 also had

seen injury over backside of skull, back and bleeding from eyes and PW
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7 witnessed injury over backside of skull and back and bleeding from
eyes, mouth and private part. pw 4 who was present at the time when the

body was exhumed also noticed injury on various parts of the body.

There is corroborative evidence of pW 5, pw g and pw 9 that they had

seen injury on the body. Pw 8 and pw 9 also noticed clotted blood in
the dead body as well as the grave. So all these witnesses had seen

injuries over various parts of the body including head injury which is
supported by the medical evidence.

\ t.),:*'
flr<
tr29- Now let me see who caused the injuries. In that

respect Pw 9 usman Gani testified that on that d,ay at around 5.50 A.M
he went to the Nagarik market of No.1 Salabila village to have a cup of
tea. At that time he noticed the accused having three cups of tea one

after another and thereafter the accused smoked 3 / 4 bidis in the nearby

hardware shop and again returning to the tea stall took two cups of tea

and thus he noticed the accused in restless condition. PW 9 further stated

that at that time, the youngest son of the accused came there and

informed the accused about the death of the deceased. But then the

accused scolding his son negates her death saying that he came from

home just then only. His further evidence is also that thereafter the

accused proceeded for home and following the accused he also reached

the house of the accused but as soon as he entered into the room, the

accused switched off the light. At that moment he (pw g) noticed the

blood stained cloth lying upon floor and as soon as pw 9 is going to

notice the cloth, the accused on pretence of crying laid upon the said
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cloth, and resisted him from seeing the cloth. But he noticed injury on

lower part of skull on its backside and bleeding on nose, mouth and eyes.

Thereafter, he came outside. The evidence of PW 9 indicates that for the

crime committed by the accused, led him unsteady. These significant

circumstances of the evidence of PW 9 remains unchallenged during

cross-examination except that these statement was not stated before the

.n= Investigating Officer which was not confirmed by the Investigating

, \r. Officer (PW 12). The sequence of post conduct events narrated by pW 9
-lr l'was cogent and convincing. All the PWs also corroborated that after,, ':,

., lodging the FIR on next day, the dead body was exhumed from thei
igraveyard in presence of the learned Executive Magistrate and

...i 
'...".' Investigating officer (pw 12) and at that time pw 1, pw 4, pw g, pw 9

were also present. They all noticed clotted blood in the graveyard.

Another circumstance is that as per evidence of PW 2, Abdul Kasem son

of the accused, on being asked told his uncle that at night he heard some

hue and cry.

30. In this case defence took the plea that the accused

who is a fisherman in occupation was in fishing at the time of incident.

Regarding this, during cross examination of pw 1, defence took the plea

that at the time of incident he was fishing at Awlaguri 'Meen Mahal' and

after selling fish in the morning, he returned home on being informed

about the incident by two children of his son Malek. But in statement

u/s 313 cr.P.c he took the plea that on that day till 2 A.M he was

present in the religious discussion in the house of his uncle Majid
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Mondal and thereafter returning home again went out at 2 A.M for
fishing and after that when he was selling fish at Nagarik bazar, at

around 6.45 A.M his youngest son informed him about the death of his

wife. So defence took different plea as to who informed the accused

about the incident. on the other hand the evidence of pw 9 that his

youngest son informed him was corroborated by the accused in his

statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C. The evidence of pw 9 that when the accused

was taking tea in Nagarik bazar, then his youngest son reached there and

informed about the incident remains unrebutted. To prove the plea that

till 2 A.M he was present in religious discussion and returning home

again went out at 2 A.M for fishing or that thereafter he was selling fish

in the market was not proved by adducing any evidence. It is also not in

dispute that the accused and his deceased wife resided in a room. There

is no evidence regarding presence of any other person in their room on

that fateful night. Defence during cross of the informant once took the

plea that the deceased was having high blood pressure and due to shock

she died but again during cross of medical officer pleaded that the head

injury sustained by the deceased may be caused due to fall on hard

surface with great force. on the other hand in statement U/S 313 Cr.p.C

the accused does not offer any explanation how his wife received

injuries. During cross examination of PWs except medical officer,

defence had not taken the plea that the deceased sustained fatal injury by

falling upon hard surface. He took different pleas but failed to prove the

same. It speaks volume against the accused. In this case defence took one

Contd.....
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another plea that regarding dispossession of land of graveyard there is a
case between the accused and one Harmuj Ali and hence with advice of
Pw 4 (the scribe of the present FIR) the advocate of Harmuj Ali, the
case was lodged falsery. But this is unbelievable that for having dispute
with regard to graveyard land, an independent person, i.e the informant
would raise accusing finger to an innocent in such a heinous crime, such

i*qi::"..------- 
as, murder to his wife. I find no force in the argument of the leamed

i{t:' 
Lr,]\ defence counsel. It is also in the evidence that inspite of asking by the

i' 
' 

. '- 'livillagers for post mortem examination of the dead body, the accused
'' 

*hurried to bury the dead body without informing porice.i
t

*-. I
': ," "' 

In statement u/S 313 cr.p.c the accused taking the
plea of alibi stated that on that night he was not present at home till 2

A.M and though he once came home at 2.00 A.M but again immediately
went out for the purpose of fishing and knew about the death at 6.45 A.M
when he was informed while selling fish but failed to prove that on that
night he was not in the room. Absence of any other person in the room
of husband and wife is one of the circumstance to link the accused with
the offence to prove his guilt. It is not the case of the defence that any

one else was there in the room at that juncture. No explanation was

given by the accused as to how the deceased was hacked to death. The
evidence of the PWs as discussed above and the different pleas taken by
the accused which he failed to establish leads to only one conclusion that
he alone was responsible for the commission of the crime.

According to the learned counsel of defence. there
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was delay in loding the FIR. It is true that the death of the deceased

came to notice on 9.10.2015 at 5.30 A.M and the FIR was lodged on
10.10.2015- In this case the dead body was burried on 9. ro.z015 at 1.00

P.M. It was quite natural that pw 1 the nephew of the accused after such

an incident became shocked as it would take sometime for him to lodge

an FIR and in my opinion, considering the facts and circumstances of the
case as discused above, delay of one day is not fatal to the prosecution.

JJ. The learned counsel of the defence also pointed me

that thought the PWs craimed that the accused had quarrel with the

deceasd prior to the incident but admittedly no case was filed regarding

that. It is not in dispute that the couple was blessed with 7 (seven)

children and all are married. The eldest son was about 2Zl2gyears. So

apparently they led conjugal life for about 29130 years. It is quite natural

that when she led conjugal life since a long period and all the children

got married, she may not intend to put the husband in the dock. That

apart in the case of circumstantial evidence, motive also plays an

important role. There is corroboration in the evidence of pw 4, pw 5,

Pw 6, Pw 7 and PW 8 that the accused has relation with another woman

and he intended to mary that woman. pw g also heard that for
maintaining relation with another woman, the accused had quarrel with
the deceased wife and his son. So there is also a motive.

34. From what has been discussed above, the follolwing

circuinstances emerge in this case :
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(i) The accused resided in the room with the
deceased.

(ii) The accused had relation with another
and intended to marry that woman for which they had quarrer.

(iv) The deceased sustained several
including head injury which is fatal.

(iii) Soon after the incident accused was found
unsteady in market in early morning.

woman

injuries
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(v) The medical evidence corroborates the testimonv
of other witness.

(vi) Inspite of noticing injuries sustained by the
deceased, the accused instead of informing police, buried the dead bodv.

(vii) When the dead body was exhumed, the
witnesses present had seen the clotted brood on the body as well as on
the cloth which were wraped upon the body. At the time of post mortem
examination also, blood stain was found from mouth and nostril.

35. All the circumstances discussed above. if taken
together lead to the only hypothesis of guilt of the accused. The evidence
of the witnesses arefound to be cogent, convincing and not contradictory
and nothing was elicited by the defence in cross to discard their
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testimony. The entire sequence of evidence on the deposition of pws are

in unison about killing the deceased by the accused.

Therefore, the circumstances, which ordain from the

mouth of the prosecution witnesses coupled with the medical evidence

as discussed above, I find no any ambiguity in the involvement of the

accused in committing murder of the deceased. All the given

circumstances appearing create an unbreakable chain showing culpability
ofthe accused.

36.
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a.' the crrcumstances placed on record undoutedly finger towards the

accused as author of the crime and the fatal injury (head) indicates that

the accused had the intention to cause death of the deceased. He knew

well that the injuries inflicted by him on the deceased is sufffrcient to

cause the death of the deceased in the ordinary course of nature. The

accused is found guilty of the offlence punishable r]ls 302 of the Ipc and

convicted accordingly..

38. In this case it is in the evidence of pWs

In the present case, the totality of the evidence and

of noticing injury and bleeding on the dead body, the accused

the dead body by women and buried the dead body without

police for causing disappearance of evidence with intent

himself from punishment and as such he is also found guilty

U/S 201 IPC and convicted.

that inspite

got bathed

. informing

to screen

punishable
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Heard the convict on the quantum of sentence and
recorded his statement U/S 235(2) cr.p.c. Accused/convict prayed for
leniency. Considering the entire facts and circumstances of the case and

the mode and manner of the crime, the accused Badsha Mondal is
sentenced to undergo rigorous Imprisonment for Life with fine of Rs.

10,000/- (Rupees ten thousand), in default to undergo Rigorous
Imprisonment for 6 (six) months u/s 302 Ipc. The accused is also

convicted u/s 201 Ipc and sentenced to undergo Rigorous

Imprisonment for 3 (three) years with a fine of Rs. 2,000/- (Rupees Two

thousand), in default to undergo further Rigorous Imprisonment for
2(two) months. Both the sentences will run concurrently. convict
Badsha Mondal be sent to the District Jail, Goalpara to serye out the

sentence.

39.

40.

convict.

41.

Magistrate, Bongaigaon as

Procedure Code.

Let a free copy of the judgment be fumished to the

Also a copy of the judgment be sent to the District

per provsion of section 365 of the Criminal
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Given under my hand and seal of this Court

on the 26h day of July, 2017.
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW 1 - Md Amir Ali, informant.
PW 2 -Mazzel Hoque.
PW3-SalehaKhatun.
PW 4 -Mustafa Ahmed.
PW5-ManikjanKhatun.
PW6-MoridmBewa.
PW7-SairaKhatun.
PW8-AbbasAli.
PW9-UsmanGani.
PW l0 -Dr Gopal Ch Ray.
PW 11 -Sri Gokul Ch Brahma, Executive Magistrate.
PW 12 -Sri Dilip Dutta, SI of police.

Court witness
Nil
Defence Witness:
Nil.

Ext- 1 FIR.
Ext-2Inquest report.
Ext-3 Post mortem report.
Ext-4 Charge sheet.

Material Exhibit:
Nil.
DefenceExhibit: , .\(Nil ,: 
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